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Positive covariations between survival and reproductive performance (S–R

covariation) are generally interpreted in the context of fixed or dynamic

demographic heterogeneity (i.e. persistent differences between individuals,

or dynamic variation in resource acquisition), but the processes underlying

covariations are still unknown. We used multi-event modelling to investigate

how environmental and individual features influence S–R covariation

patterns in a long-lived seabird, the Monteiro’s storm petrel (Oceanodroma
monteiroi). Our analysis reveals that a strong positive association between

individual breeding success and subsequent survival occurs only when

conditions are favourable to reproduction (in favourable years, in high-

quality nests and in nest-faithful breeders). This finding reflects differences

in the main causes of breeding failure and mortality under favourable

and unfavourable conditions, which in turn lead to distinct patterns of

S–R covariation. We suggest, in particular, that resource-related sources

of demographic heterogeneity do not generate a strong S–R covariation, in

contrast with hidden and unpredictable sources of variation.
1. Introduction
Patterns of variation and covariation among life-history traits have been inten-

sively studied at the interspecies level [1,2], but covariations occurring within

species or populations remain poorly understood (but see [3,4]). At the popu-

lation-level, the covariation between individual survival and reproductive

success or status (hereafter, S–R covariation) primarily reflects the fact that

reproduction and survival are not functionally independent, either because

they are traded-off by common finite resources, they depend on the same

favourable conditions or because one is the direct consequence of the other.

At the scale of a single population, four types of processes can generate S–R

covariation. First, reproduction costs [5] might result from trade-offs in internal

energy reserves [1] or pleiotropic effects of regulators [6]. Second, age variation

can affect both survival and reproduction components, related to: (i) the increase in

reproductive effort (and breeding success) with age associated with increasing

reproductive costs [7], (ii) the growth in body size and/or improvement in experi-

ence [8], or (iii) senescence [9]. Third, environmental variation in space or time can

lead to similar qualitative responses of survival and reproduction parameters, in

relation with, e.g. year-to-year variation in weather [10] or food availability [11]

or spatial variation in individual breeding site exposure to predation or adverse

meteorological conditions [12]. Fourth, there is a potential fixed variation among

individuals, resulting from unobservable differences between individuals,

intrinsic and fixed early in life, sometimes referred to as individual quality [13].

Some recent studies have uncovered consistent differences in quality between

individuals engendering positive S–R covariation [3,14,15].
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Recent works suggested, however, that the above categor-

ization is too simplistic and difficult to use in practice, as

the individual, temporal and age components of demogra-

phic variation are intermixed. For example, ageing differs

among environments [16] and reproductive costs are generally

cumulative (thus, expressed along an age axis), especially in

long-lived species [17]. Recent results suggested that most of

the observed inter-individual differences in life histories are

due to dynamic heterogeneity (related to variation in biotic

and abiotic conditions, [18,19], but see [20,21]), engender-

ing a labile positive S–R covariation [22]. Furthermore, it is

often impossible or meaningless to discriminate intrinsic and

environmental effects. Apparent intrinsic heterogeneity can

result from, e.g. temporal environmental variation via cohort

effects [23] and S–R covariation may result from environ-

mental, unpredictable variations arising in the labile micro-

environment of individuals (thus, not consistent in time or

space), whose effects are generally impossible to disentangle

from the effects of intrinsic dynamic heterogeneity.

Here, we investigate how demographic and behavioural

proxies of individual heterogeneity as well as spatial and

temporal conditions influence the covariation between breeding

performance and subsequent survival in a long-lived seabird, the

Monteiro’s storm petrel (Oceanodroma monteiroi). In this species, a

global positive covariation has been found between reproduction

status/success of adults and subsequent survival, with a low sur-

vival rate in non-breeders, a very high survival rate in successful

breeders and an intermediate survival in unsuccessful breeders

[24]. Subsequent investigations revealed a significant heterogen-

eity in breeding success between years, individual nesting sites

and breeding pairs as well as higher nest and mate fidelity fol-

lowing successful breeding [25], suggesting that experienced

‘high-quality’ breeders are faithful to their nest, breed in good

quality nests and have a high breeding success.

In this study, we systematically test the relationship between

breeding success and subsequent survival for various categories

of age, nest quality (defined from achieved fledging success over

the 13-year study period), breeding season quality (average fled-

ging success of the population) and nest fidelity. We already

know from previous and preliminary analyses that: (i) breeding

success (BS) increases with age (see the electronic supplemen-

tary material, appendix S1); and that (ii) successful breeding

increases the probability of retaining one’s nest the next year

[25]. We thus consider nest retention as an integrative proxy of

a breeder’s quality (i.e. the ability for a breeder to have selected

a high-quality nest site in a previous year, to have successfully

bred in that nest and to have retained its nest). We formulate

simple predictions on survival patterns, depending on the

main source of variation responsible for the global pattern of

positive S–R covariation previously observed. (i) If the S–R cov-

ariation arises mainly from age differences, we predict that

survival will increase with age but will be similar for same-

age unsuccessful (UB) and successful (SB) breeders; (ii) if the

S–R covariation comes mainly from breeder ‘quality’, we pre-

dict that the individuals that retain their nest between year t
and year t þ 1 will survive better than those that change nest,

but that survival will be the same for UB and SB among the bree-

ders that retained their nest (and, similarly, among those that

changed their nest); (iii) finally, if the S–R covariation is essen-

tially related to nest quality, we predict that survival will

increase with nest quality, but will be the same for UB and

SB for a given nest quality (predictions are summarized in the

electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).
2. Material and methods
(a) Model species
Monteiro’s storm petrel is a small (45 g) Procellariiforme endemic

to the Azores archipelago (subtropical northeastern Atlantic),

where it is known to breed only on two mammal-free islets

(Praia and Baixo) situated 5 km apart just off Graciosa Island.

Total population size is estimated at 250–300 breeding pairs [26].

Individuals can start breeding when they are 2 years old [27].

Egg laying occurs between late April and early July, and chicks

hatch between the second week of June and late July [26]. Like

all Procellariiformes, this species is socially monogamous, females

lay a single egg per breeding attempt, and both parents participate

in incubation and chick-rearing [28].
(b) Data collection and monitoring protocol
We used capture–mark–recapture data collected on Praia Islet

(39.80308 N, 27.85708 W; 0.12 km2) between 1994 and 2012, based

on banding of adults and chicks. Reproduction and nest/mate

fidelity at this locality were monitored only from 2000 onwards.

Each nest had a unique identification code. The quality of a nest

was defined based on the modelling of achieved fledging success

in this nest over the period 2000–2012 (controlling for differences

due to breeding pairs and years [25]). Importantly, although

most nests (62%) were used by several distinct breeding pairs

over the course of the study (13 breeding seasons), it is likely

that the nest quality index also reflects breeders’ quality. Thus,

the nest quality index is partly redundant with our ‘breeder qual-

ity’ index based on nest fidelity (see more discussion in the

electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). The nest quality

index nevertheless contains distinct information because it is com-

puted over the long term at the population level, while nest fidelity

only depends on the behaviour of the focal individual in the pre-

vious year. The quantitative nest quality index obtained from

[25] was categorized in three distinct groups (L, M and H, for

low-, medium- and high-quality nests, respectively; see the elec-

tronic supplementary material, appendix S1 for definitions).

Three field sessions occurred each year, the first one during the

first-half of June (identifying the early breeders during incubation;

duration: 8–10 days), the second one in late July–early August

(identifying the late breeders during incubation and banding the

early-hatched chicks; duration: 3 days) and the last one in early

September (banding the late-hatched chicks; duration: 1 day).

Breeders were captured/re-captured by hand in their nests

during incubation, and nests were checked every 4–5 days (to

minimize disturbance) until the two pair mates were identified.

Once we had the identity of the two pair mates, the next inspection

of the nest occurred during chick-rearing (to ring the chick or to

notice that the breeding attempt had failed). Non-breeders were

captured/re-captured by hand at the nest and also using a mist-

nest at night, still during the incubation period of the breeders.

Based on these three sessions, the breeding status of each individ-

ual in each year t was recorded as NB (non-breeder, i.e. no egg

laid), UB (unsuccessful breeder, i.e. failure during incubation or

chick-rearing) or SB (successful breeder, i.e. fledged chick). The

nest fidelity status of each individual in each year t was recorded

as either F (faithful) if it remained in the same nest as during

year t 2 1, or C (changing) if it bred in another nest in year t (see

details in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).
(c) Multi-event modelling
We used multi-event capture–recapture modelling [29] based on

live recaptures of marked adult individuals (n ¼ 472 individuals)

from 2000 to 2012 (n ¼ 13 occasions) to estimate the annual

survival probability (S), recapture probabilities (P), as well as

the probabilities of moving between different reproductive

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Comparison among models assuming different annual survival probabilities according to the breeding status of the birds (non-breeder NB, unsuccessful
breeder UB, successful breeder SB) in combination with age class (young versus older), nest fidelity (faithful, change or previously non-breeder) and nest
quality (low-, medium- or high-quality) states. (The general structure for transition (c), recapture (P) and assignment (A) probabilities is [cfrom.to; Ptþto; Afrom]
(electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Model selection was performed based on the Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size and
overdispersion (QAICc). DQAICc is the difference in QAICc between each model and the best model. The QAICc weight (w) is the amount of evidence in favour
of a model; dev and np are the deviance and the number of estimated parameters, respectively. In age models, the threshold between young and older birds
is x ¼ 4 years. Model indices correspond to those presented in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2.)

index model QAICc np dev w

combination of age class and breeding status models

1 interaction model (age � breeding status) 5357.4 59 6858.0 1

2 breeding status model 5362.8 56 6873.6 0.066

3 additive model (age þ breeding status) 5363.5 57 6871.6 0.047

4 null model (all equal) 5377.8 54 6898.8 0

5 age model 5378.2 55 6896.6 0

combination of nest fidelity and breeding status models

21 interaction model (UBfaithful versus SBfaithful versus all other breeders versus NB) 5549.8 59 7110.2 1

22 breeding status model (all SB versus all UB versus NB) 5551.6 58 7115.2 0.472

32 null model (all breeders versus NB) 5557.7 57 7125.9 0.021

35 nest fidelity model (retention versus change versus previously NB versus NB) 5561.2 59 7124.9 0.004

combination of nest quality and breeding status models

42 interaction model (UBhigh versus UBmedium versus UBlow versus all SB versus NB) 5553.5 78 7060.4 1

51 breeding status model (all SB versus all UB versus NB) 5566.0 76 7082.5 0.002

58 nest quality model (high versus medium versus low versus NB) 5582.4 77 7101.2 0

59 null model (all breeders versus NB) 5592.4 75 7120.0 0
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statuses for surviving individuals (c) and the probabilities of

assignment state (i.e. breeding status, nest fidelity, nest quality

status or age) of living individuals by observers. Capture–

recapture histories were based on marking and recapture

events occurring between June and August of each year. Impor-

tantly, survival estimates reported here are actually estimates of

‘apparent survival’ (i.e. mortality and permanent emigration

are confounded). Although permanent emigration rates in

adult Procellariiformes are presumably extremely low and simi-

lar across sexes and breeding status [30], our approach may

cause a slight underestimation of survival rates.

We conducted three main sets of analyses: the first one

combined ‘reproductive performance’ states and ‘nest fidelity’

states, the second one combined ‘reproductive performance’

states and ‘nest quality’ states, whereas the third one combined

‘reproductive performance’ states and ‘age class’ states (see

details on each analysis in the electronic supplementary mate-

rial, appendix S1). We performed these three analyses in

parallel because combining reproductive performance, age

class, nest quality and nest fidelity states was not possible

given limitations of the data and the software currently availa-

ble for this type of analyses. In all analyses, we considered

two steps to model annual state transitions (first, survival, then

transition between breeding, quality, fidelity and age states)

and two steps to model events (first, recapture, then assign-

ment to a certain or uncertain state) (all matrices are available

upon request).

The fit of the most general, starting model to the data

was tested by using goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests designed for

multistate capture–recapture models, as implemented in pro-

gram U-CARE version 2.3.2 [31,32] for the JOLLYMOVE model

[31]. Model selection was performed using program E-SURGE

v. 1.7.1 [33] based on the Akaike information criterion corrected
for small sample size and overdispersion (QAICc). Based on

knowledge of the monitoring protocol and species behaviour,

we assumed in all cases that the probabilities of assignment A
of recaptured individuals to the various states were state-depen-

dent (i.e. different between states), that recapture probabilities P
varied additively between years (t) and states (to) and that tran-

sition probabilities between states varied as a function of the

provenance (from) and arrival (to) states. Thus, our starting

model for model selection on survival structure was [Sfrom.t;

cfrom.to; Pt þ to; Afrom].
3. Results
Results of GOF tests for our most general data structure

revealed evidence of moderate lack of fit in the data due to

immediate trap-dependence. We incorporated a variance

inflation factor (ĉ ¼ 1:31) to correct for recapture heterogene-

ities (see detailed GOF results and justifications in the

electronic supplementary material, appendix S2).

When assuming that individual state is based only on

breeding status (i.e. NB versus UB versus SB), the analysis

revealed differences in subsequent survival probabilities

between the three states (model 2 versus model 4 in table 1)

with estimates ranging from 0.83+0.02 for NB to 0.91+0.02

for UB to 0.98+0.02 for SB (figure 1a).

When pooling breeding statuses (NB, UB and SB), the

analysis of age class models did not reveal significant survi-

val differences between age classes (see figure 1b and

model 5 in table 1; main results are presented for an age

threshold of 4 years, that is, states are defined by separating

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Survival probabilities estimated in the Monteiro’s storm petrel population monitored on Praia Islet, Azores (2000 – 2012). Different survival probabilities
were estimated according to the breeding status (a) of the individuals, their age (b), their nest fidelity status (c), the quality of their nest (d ) or combinations among
these statuses (e – g). Bars are standard errors.
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birds less than 4 years old from 4 year-old and older birds,

see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2 for

other threshold values). However, when combining infor-

mation on age class and breeding status, model comparison

revealed that, among breeders, there was no survival differ-

ence between UB and SB for young (i.e. 2 and 3 year-old

adults) birds, whereas the survival probability of SB was

higher than that of UB among older breeding adults

(model 1 in table 1 and figure 1e).

Similar to the age class model, when pooling breeding

statuses, nest fidelity decomposition (figure 1c) suggested

no survival differences between individuals that were

faithful versus unfaithful to their nest (comparison of

models 32 and 35, table 1), but strong survival differences

between UB and SB appeared when combining nest fidelity

and breeding status (figure 1f ). There was no survival differ-

ence (between years t and t þ 1) between UB and SB for

individuals that bred in a ‘new’ nest (i.e. those that changed

nest between years t 2 1 and t, or did not breed in year t 2 1).

By contrast, among the breeders that were faithful to

their nest, UB had lower survival (0.87+ 0.03) than SB

(0.99+0.003).
Finally, birds breeding in high-quality nests had slightly

lower survival probabilities than birds breeding in low- or

medium-quality nests (figure 1d ), and that differences in sur-

vival between UB and SB become larger for birds breeding

in high-quality nests (estimate ¼ 0.71+0.03 for UB and

0.98+ 0.02 for SB; figure 1g).

In all cases, model comparisons confirmed that the inter-

action between age class, nest fidelity and nest quality, on the

one hand, and breeding outcome, on the other hand,

improved the fit of survival models (table 1).

Further analyses using the average breeding success of

the population in each year (BSmean) as a temporal covariate

indicated that the survival probability of the UB that had

retained their nest was strongly negatively related to BSmean

(more than 70% of the year-to-year variance in survival was

explained by BSmean in faithful UB; figure 2b,c). A quali-

tatively similar pattern was found for UB breeding in

high-quality nests, although the relationship was weaker.

By contrast, the survival of NB was (slightly) positively

related to BSmean. The survival probabilities of all other cat-

egories of individuals were unrelated to BSmean (these

results are summarized in table 2 and figure 2, details of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Relationships between survival probabilities and annual average population breeding success (BSmean) estimated for the Monteiro’s storm petrel popu-
lation monitored on Praia Islet, Azores (2000 – 2012). Different survival probabilities were estimated according to the breeding status of the individuals, their nest
fidelity status, the quality of their nest or combinations among these statuses. In panels (b – e), black circles indicate estimates for unsuccessful breeders and red
circles indicate estimates for successful breeders. Significant regressions between survival and BSmean are indicated by continuous lines. Bars are standard errors of
annual estimates. (Online version in colour.)
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time-dependent and covariate models are provided in

the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). All

results were qualitatively similar when using an extrinsic
integrative temporal covariate (the North Atlantic Oscillation

Index) instead of BSmean (detailed results in the electronic

supplementary material, appendix S3).

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 2. Comparison among models assuming covariation between survival and the mean population breeding success in each year (BSmean) for various
categories of individuals. (UB, unsuccessful breeder; NB, non-breeder; faithful, individuals faithful to their nest; high, individuals nesting in high-quality sites.
The general structure for transition (c), recapture (P) and assignment (A) probabilities is [cfrom.to; Ptþto; Afrom] (see the electronic supplementary material,
appendix S1 for details and notations). Model selection was performed based on the Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size and
overdispersion (QAICc). DQAICc is the difference in QAICc between each model and the best model; dev and np are, respectively, the deviance and the number
of estimated parameters for each model. The values of R2 provided correspond to the proportion of temporal variance in survival explained by BSmean,
computed through analysis of deviance. Model indices correspond to those presented in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2. *p , 0.05;
***p , 0.001.)

index model QAICc np dev R2

best covariate models for non-breeders

18 S[NB] contrained by BSmean 5546.2 61 7099.7 43.6%*

19 S[NB] contrained by BSmean (quadratic) 5548.0 62 7099.3 45.7%

23 no time variation 5551.6 60 7109.6 n.a.

33 S[NB] different between years 5558.1 71 7087.0 n.a.

best covariate models for nest fidelity models

16 S[UBfaithful] contrained by BSmean 5540.0 61 7091.6 70.8%***

17 S[UBfaithful] contrained by BSmean (quadratic) 5540.8 62 7089.8 77.6%***

23 no time variation 5551.6 60 7109.6 n.a.

30 S[UBfaithful] different between years 5556.0 71 7084.2 n.a.

best covariate models for nest quality models

39 S[UBhigh] contrained by BSmean 5551.6 79 7055.0 20%

40 no time variation 5552.2 78 7058.7 n.a.

43 S[UBhigh] contrained by BSmean (quadratic) 5553.6 80 7054.7 21.5%

49 S[UBhigh] different between years 5562.8 89 7040.5 n.a.
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4. Discussion
(a) Demographic heterogeneity and S – R covariation
Recent developments in the field of evolutionary demography

suggest that inter-individual variations in demographic trajec-

tories (e.g. lifetime reproduction) are shaped by a combination

of fixed heterogeneity (individual traits fixed early in life

by, e.g. genetic, maternal or cohort effects [21]) and dynamic

heterogeneity (related to variations in biotic and abiotic

conditions [18,19,34]). Dynamic heterogeneity assumes that

individuals have identical traits at birth and that heterogeneity

in life-histories comes from the stochastic variation in first-

order Markovian transitions among life-history states (i.e. the

fact that, e.g. the breeding status of an individual in year t
depends on its status in year t 2 1). While patterns of positive

covariation between survival and reproductive performance

(S–R covariation) are often interpreted in the context of fixed

heterogeneity [3], Orzack et al. [22] recently suggested that het-

erogeneous access to resources in a given breeding season can

explain dynamic heterogeneity and labile S–R covariation in

the northern fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis): poor foraging success

in a given year at the individual level results in both poor

survival and poor breeding success.

In this study, we did not examine how transitions between

life-history states can explain overall differences in lifetime

reproductive success, but focused on the S–R covariation. We

defined states (based on age, nest quality or proxy of the quality

of breeders based on their behaviour), which were determined

a priori and distinct from the instantaneous breeding success (at

year t) and we investigated the relationship between the rea-

lized success at year t and subsequent survival in relation
with these individual states as well as with a population

level index of breeding success. This protocol allowed us to

examine the S–R covariation as a function of intrinsic and

environmental conditions more or less favourably associated

with breeding success. We predicted similar effects of these

conditions on survival and breeding success, engendering

S–R covariation at the population level. Instead, we found stat-

istical interactions between reproductive performance and

these conditions on survival. Our decomposition of the S–R cov-

ariation suggests that the positive association between breeding

failure in year t and subsequent mortality (between years t and

t þ 1): (i) occurs mostly in breeders that are faithful to their

nest (although survival is globally not affected by nest fidelity,

figure 1c,f); (ii) occurs mostly in high-quality nests (figure 1g);

and (iii) becomes stronger in years with favourable conditions

for reproduction at the population level (see also [24]). We pro-

pose below that reproduction failure events related to lack of

experience or (fixed or dynamic) limiting resources are only

moderately associated with mortality. By contrast, breeding fail-

ure related to residual variation (i.e. failure not associated with

lack of experience or resources) is strongly associated with mor-

tality. This relationship between survival and reproduction

becomes more apparent when resources are plentiful because

of sampling bias: when all conditions are favourable for repro-

duction, mortality does not increase globally, but becomes

much more frequent among the few birds that are unsuccessful.

(b) Resource-based versus residual variation
Population genetics theory [35] and evolutionary demography

theory [36] predict that different demographic components

will exhibit quantitatively different homeostatic responses to

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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environmental variation, the magnitude of the response being

dependent on the effect of a proportional change in the demo-

graphic component on the population growth rate. As a

consequence, in long-lived vertebrates, changes in environ-

mental conditions are expected to affect annual breeding

success more than adult survival [36,37]. In long-lived seabirds,

such contrasting demographic responses have been shown to

be mediated by adaptive behaviours [38]. For example,

Cubaynes et al. [39] showed in the red-footed booby (Sula
sula) that skipping breeding is more likely to occur in El-Niño

years, characterized by an increase in local sea surface tempera-

ture and fewer resources available for seabirds [40]. Thus, when

climatic or oceanic conditions are unfavourable for reproduc-

tion at the population level: (i) population-level adult survival

is not expected to be affected (here we found only a weak posi-

tive correlation between BSmean and the survival probability of

non-breeders, figure 2a); and (ii) many breeding failures are

caused by food shortages [40,41] and the survival probability

of unsuccessful breeders is not expected to be more impacted

than the survival of successful breeders by such shortages. Simi-

larly, if breeding failures occur due to the low quality of the

nests, breeding failures are not expected to be related to adult

mortality (in petrels, for instance, the bulk of adult mortality

occurs at sea [42], thus independently of nest quality).

By contrast, when conditions are favourable for repro-

duction and average breeding success is high, breeding

failures are more likely to be related to punctual events not

correlated in space or time than to chronic experience or

resource-related problems. We refer to this variation as residual,

not environmental variation, because it may be caused by either

environmental or intrinsic processes. In theoretical studies,

temporal environmental variation is generally modelled by con-

sidering that, at a given time, all individuals in the population

face similar environmental conditions [20], although the

response to these conditions can vary between individuals,

depending on fixed traits ([43], discussion in [20]). This assump-

tion is of course not a true biological assumption but rather a

convenient way to model environmental dynamics. In reality,

the individuals of a given population face a variety of conditions

(although the effect of environmental variations arising in the

micro-environments of individuals can generally not be disen-

tangled from the effects of intrinsic sources of variations). In

adult Monteiro’s storm petrels, any intrinsic (e.g. catastrophic

failure of organ systems) or micro-environmental incident

(injury, disease, attack by a predator) leading to delayed mor-

tality should also reduce the ability of birds to successfully

fledge their offspring. Furthermore, direct mortality during the

breeding season will generally lead to breeding failure given

that apart from very few exceptions [44], a single adult cannot

raise a chick successfully in Procellariiformes [45]. Thus, those

few individuals whose breeding attempts fail despite favourable

breeding conditions are (generally) those that died during or

after the breeding season.
(c) Age variation
Our results also confirm the importance of the age component in

S–R covariation patterns. Survival and reproduction parameters

are expected to vary with age, especially in young, inexperienced

birds and at old ages [46]. In young ages, an increase in reproduc-

tive success with age is expected in relation with improved

experience [47] or increased reproductive effort [7], potentially

leading to age-related covariation of breeding performance
with survival [8]. Here, we revealed a change in the magnitude

of the S–R covariation with age, though using only two age

classes (figure 1e). In particular, among breeders (i.e. excluding

non-breeders), the positive S–R covariation observed at the

population level does not occur in younger adults, which is con-

sistent with the expectation that inexperienced birds will

modulate their breeding effort to maximize their survival and

future reproduction [48], especially if environmental conditions

are unfavourable [39]. Interestingly, Lescroël et al. [14] recently

uncovered the reverse pattern in the Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis
adeliae), in which the selective disappearance of poor

survivors/breeders leads to a more homogeneous pool of experi-

enced breeders, thus decreasing the S–R covariation with age.

At old ages, classical theories of senescence predict that both

survival and reproduction should be affected by senescence [7],

although selection for optimal resource allocation may lead to

the opposite pattern for reproduction [49]. Here, we were not

able to test or control directly for potential senescence effects

for statistical reasons. However, we found that high-quality

nests (which are by definition associated with a higher prob-

ability of successful breeding than other nests) are associated

with an increased probability of ‘failure and mortality’ relative

to other nests (figure 1g). Although our data do not allow us to

test this hypothesis formally, this pattern could be explained by

some reproduction and mortality costs of senescence among the

oldest breeders breeding in high-quality nests.
5. Conclusion
Our results in Monteiro’s storm petrel reveal that, at the individ-

ual level, a positive association between breeding success and

survival appears clearly when conditions are favourable. In

agreement with evolutionary demography expectations and

seabird behavioural ecology, this result suggests that the main

causes of breeding failure and mortality are not the same

under favourable and unfavourable conditions, which in turn

leads to distinct patterns of S–R covariation. We suggest in par-

ticular that unpredictable, invisible sources of demographic

variation, which are generally treated as noise (e.g. demo-

graphic stochasticity) are a major component of the positive

S–R covariation observed in many species. We predict that

applying similar decomposition of the survival-breeding per-

formance association with some other long-lived species

would lead to similar results. Overall, our results confirm the

importance and complexity of demographic heterogeneity

[18,20] in shaping covariation patterns. Understanding these

patterns and underlying processes has profound implications

for evolutionary demography [21,34], population dynamics

modelling [50] and extinction risk assessment [51].
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